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Abstract: This work proposes an approach based on dynamic Bayesian networks to support
the cybersecurity analysis of network-based controllers in distributed energy plants. We built
a system model that exploits real world context information from both information and operational
technology environments in the energy infrastructure, and we use it to demonstrate the value of
security evidence for time-driven predictive and diagnostic analyses. The innovative contribution
of this work is in the methodology capability of capturing the causal and temporal dependencies
involved in the assessment of security threats, and in the introduction of security analytics supporting
the configuration of anomaly detection platforms for digital energy infrastructures.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, energy infrastructure has been evolving from a traditional architecture where
the communications are intra-operator and private, to a new landscape that requires advanced
functionalities such as distributed energy resource (DER) control, demand response from flexible
loads, and electric vehicle charging management. The evolution is supported by new information
and communication technology (ICT) solutions involving end devices, algorithms, and communication
networks through heterogeneous and possibly third party infrastructures and services. In the same
network, new components have to interact with legacy ones with no or limited cyber security measures.
In this setting, the exploitable attack surface widens and the cyber security management becomes
a core process.
In European member states, essential service operators (including energy operators) are required
to implement the European Network and Information Security (NIS) Directive 2016/1148 [1]
whose compliance implies developing methodologies to prevent cyber attack processes to succeed
by detecting ongoing attack steps and implementing fast response and defence measures. It is of
paramount importance that energy organisations and their employees, within the corporate offices,
information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) departments, and field engineers,
are aware of possible threats that may target their cyber-power infrastructures and are prepared
to cope with the expected evolution of cyber attacks.
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This paper presents a methodology based on artificial intelligence techniques, in particular,
dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [2], modelling the cause–effect connections between possible
attack techniques deployed by adversaries and observable analytics. Factually relating observable
events, such as system and application logs, to unknown adversarial activity, enable anticipating attack
behaviours for a prompt and effective defence. A thorough understanding of such relations is necessary
to design a cost-effective infrastructure for evidence collection that can help facing adversarial threats.
Detection of adversarial activity is a tricky task due to the multifaceted actions that an attacker
can take and in relation to complexities of cyber-physical control systems and their maintenance.
A simplistic example is the detection of a malicious alteration of the control software: it must
be carefully distinguished from a regular software upgrade in terms of generated alerts. Such issues
bring forward the necessity of identifying correctly which aspects must be monitored (and how)
because they are more revealing than others, and how to combine the information gathered from
different sensors so as to draw a meaningful picture of what is going on in the system. In this spirit, our
work aims first of all at exploiting the existing knowledge on attacks in a model capable of rendering
in a realistic fashion the possible attack scenarios, in order to understand what the relevant evidence is
that must be collected from DERs and the central SCADA controller.
The next step will then be validation in a test laboratory of the modelling results; for this step
we implement a framework for attack emulation and detection, integrated in a grid telecontrol
setup connecting DER control networks. We plan to learn from this second phase whether our
choices are adequate and thus get a feedback to improve the model. When our design choices
for the monitoring system will be satisfactory and stable, then our proof-of concept will be ready
for the validation on field data, prior to its deployment in a real operational environment.
One of the contributions of the proposed approach is the flexibility of our modelling methodology:
it can be used either in a predictive direction, to forecast from evidence of attackers’ activities
the most likely evolution of the adversarial process, or in a diagnostic direction, providing support
for evaluating the system security level and for identifying the weakest points so that the most
appropriate countermeasures can be implemented.
A second key trait of our approach is that it is able to cover the whole architecture of DER
control across several security domains, capturing each domain’s peculiarities and considering
attack processes spreading from a corporate IT network down to a process control OT one. Our
reference attack processes involve two crucial adversarial phases: the compromise of a device on
the operational network from an initial foothold in the corporate one, followed by an attack phase
aimed at destabilising the electrical process. In our previous work [3] we analysed the different phases
of such attack processes. In this work the analysis focuses on the last attack phase, going into the time
dimension of the attack steps, a very relevant feature for designing anomaly response strategies that
meet the response times of DER control loops. We illustrate the methodology with a proof-of-concept
attack setting, analysing a restricted range of possible techniques that can be deployed by the attacker
for disturbing the DER control loop. We ground our analysis on the MITRE ATT&CK knowledge
base of real world cyber incidents and the MITRE Cyber Analytics Repository (CAR) [4]. We enrich
and specialise the techniques and analytics for the energy setting by also deriving data from ICS-CERT
advisories [5] using the common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) [6] scores.
We demonstrate the flexibility of our methodology for both diagnostic and predictive analyses.
1.1. DER Control and Attack Processes
A digital energy infrastructure is composed of several ICT areas with different functionalities
and goals, structured in a layered architecture. Components within each area communicate with
each other by means of local networks, but also with remote devices in other zones exploiting
possibly heterogeneous technologies. The inter-area connections introduce additional vulnerabilities
while extending the impact of existing ones over multiple domains with diverse resilience strategies
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and security policies. A key principle to secure digital energy architectures is segmenting the various
environments into different trust levels.
This paper addresses the analysis of cyber attack processes targeting an OT architecture of
significant grid users (SGU) with flexible energy resources possibly controlled by transmission system
operators (TSO), distribution system operators (DSO), or aggregators. The DER domain is particularly
relevant in the energy transition scenarios targeting the long term objectives till 2050, as stated at
the European level by the clean energy package, and by each national energy and climate integrated
plan. In terms of security, this domain extends the IT/OT/ICS perimeter of a given grid operator
with further network branches owned by DER operators or aggregators with lower security capacity.
The specifications of the suitable cyber security requirements and measures, as security monitoring
systems, for protecting the extended perimeter by attacks to DER networks, are the subject of future
energy sector regulations.
Attack processes are not atomic actions but can be decomposed in several attack phases
(see, e.g., [7,8]) and their realisation can last even several years. Real attacks on energy systems,
such as Stuxnet [9], and more recently the attacks on the Ukrainian power grids (BlackEnergy
2 and industroyer/CrashOverride) [10,11], start with the compromise of a node in the corporate
network, and then the attacker moves from the enterprise area to the OT network to reach the final
target. In the process, the attacker leaves traces that can be used to intercept malicious activities
in the initial phases, before the attacker reaches the most critical assets. The knowledge of the attack
structure is of great help for the implementation of defence strategies.
As we detail in the next sections, our analysis centres on attack processes targeting SGU OT
networks (Figure 1) which are typically characterised by a plant controller with external and internal
communication interfaces. The external interfaces allow the operators to monitor and control the plant
behaviour, and also to remotely perform maintenance activities. Through the internal interfaces
the plant controller reaches the field devices, e.g., smart meters and inverters, in charge of getting
the electrical measures and actuating setpoints. This paper analyses the last phase of attack processes
on SGU OT networks starting from a compromised plant controller, and by including in the model
security knowledge from the DER domain, it shows how the DBN model supports the attack forecast
and diagnosis by correlating the attack techniques with observable events.
Figure 1. Reference architecture.
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1.2. Related Work
A survey on the main technologies used in power systems, the major vulnerabilities,
and the cybersecurity requirements, is presented in [12]. The impact of cyber attacks to DER connecting
grids has been assessed in [13]. Several works present analysis methodologies and strategies to mitigate
the cyber risks in critical systems. In [14] the methodology models the main IT components, attack
steps, and countermeasures to identify the critical assets and secure the supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system. In [15] ensemble classifiers learn the (low entropy) benign traffic
in a smart grid to later detect anomalies. In [16] an attack chain designed for industrial Internet of
Things (IoT) environments is introduced: it considers the multilevel architecture of an ICS, and uses
machine learning classification techniques to map security alerts to the attacks phases. In [17] graphs
are used to model cybersecurity properties on the smart grid and to evaluate the effectiveness of
security mechanisms. Detection systems in the power grid are mostly rule and pattern-matching
recognition oriented [18] and protocol whitelisting [19]. On the other hand, there is a very recent line of
research [20] dynamically collecting the SCADA information from phasor measurement units through
the wide area monitoring system, for real-time, high granularity monitoring to increase the stability
of the power system. This information could be useful to the security analyst to integrate existing
detection systems with application level intelligence.
Probabilistic models have been adopted for security level assessment. For example, in [21]
several attack objectives have been analysed in terms of vulnerabilities, modelling the SCADA
weaknesses by means of attack trees (AT); and in [22] an AT formulation representing power system
control networks is used to evaluate system vulnerabilities and attack goals. Using attack graphs
(AG), the model of the attack must not follow a tree structure and can include the characteristics of
the adversary [23].
In this paper the preliminary model of the attack scenario is an AG; the use of ATs instead of AGs
could be justified by the presence of only one final goal in the scenario, but sequential order constraints
on events cannot be represented in standard ATs, where in contrast, events are independent and can
be combined only using Boolean gates (AND/OR).
Bayesian networks (BN) [2] and their variants are inherently interpretable models, meaning
that it is possible to ascertain why a conclusion was reached and validate how model changes affect
the inference results, in contrast with "black box" models such as neural networks [24] where such a
possibility is typically precluded and is an open problem in the explainable AI [25].
The adoption of BNs has been advocated by several works in the field of security assessment for
critical infrastructures; for example, in [26] a BN model of the system under attack is derived from
the AT of the same system; in our paper we resort to AG instead of AT for the reasons expressed above.
In [27] the initial parameters of the BN are elicited by means of CVSS and predefined discrete probability
levels (certain, probable, expected, unlikely, improbable, impossible). In [28] an algorithm for BN
inference (analysis) is adapted to be applied to an AG; this permits avoiding the constraint of no cycles
in the BN graph, which can be present in the AG. In [29] the authors propose a cyber-to-physical risk
assessment model to quantify the impact of cyber threats on physical process safety in ICS. Said model
was based on the analysis of BNs where the initial parameters are derived from CVSS scores.
In all these works, differently from our approach, the model is a standard (static) BN, and thus
not able to cope with the temporal evolution of the system, and the main objective is risk assessment;
hence, it does not exploit the capability of BNs to support an analyst/system in diagnostic tasks.
In this paper we resort to DBN, a BN extension having a discrete temporal dimension. DBNs have
already been applied in the domain of critical infrastructure security, for example, in [30] where a DBN
is used for privacy violation detection; that model is actually simpler than the case study examined
in our paper. In [31] the DBN was built according to AG, as is done in our paper, and a way to compute
temporal scores from CVSS is investigated; such scores are necessary as initial probability parameters
of the DBN. In this paper, besides CVSS, we resort to MITRE repository and ICS-CERT, we consider
a wider case study, and both predictive and diagnostic analyses are performed.
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Decision networks (DN) are another BN extension, characterised by the addition of decision
and value nodes, but without a temporal dimension. In [32] DNs are exploited to evaluate the security
of a SCADA architecture; decision and value nodes are exploited to model countermeasures and their
effects, respectively. In this paper we do not yet consider defence mechanisms, but this can be taken
into account in the future work, together with the possibility to apply dynamic decision networks
(DDN) [2]; i.e., DNs characterised by a temporal dimension, as in the case of DBNs.
All such approaches start from AT or AG models to show how BNs/DBNs/DNs can be derived,
stressing the evidence-based analysis allowed by these models.
In our approach we follow the same model design procedure, but we adopt the event classification
defined by MITRE ATT&CK (tactics, techniques, analytics) in the AG construction and in the definition
of quantitative security indices (Sections 2 and 3). One of the key problems during the model
construction is the quantification in terms of probability of the basic events in the model. This task
can be rather difficult in the context of critical infrastructures due to the difficulty to access historical,
realistic, or confidential data. In these cases, experts can be involved in the estimation of the parameters,
or events can be classified according to a probability scale [22]; for instance, attack likelihood
levels trivial–moderate–difficult–unlikely may correspond to 0.9, 0.6, 0.3, 0.1. Another solution can
be the execution of attacks in a laboratory setting, to collect statistics [33]. A further possibility is to
exploit the information made available by existing sharing platforms, and in our approach we set
the DBN initial parameters according to the data collected from available sources (Section 2).
Historical data may be already encoded in software tools for security assessment, as in
securiCAD [34] which allows the user to build the architecture of ICT infrastructures, from which the
AG is automatically generated according to a predefined library of potential attack steps on the assets.
The AG is implemented in the form of Bayesian-like networks to be evaluated by means of Monte Carlo
simulation, providing the success rate as a function of the time to compromise, for every step and asset.
Despite this advantage, the built-in attack steps and their logical dependencies make it difficult
to validate the underlying model and the results, limited to the success rate. In our approach, we focus
on more specialised attack scenarios, including both IT and OT assets. Our DBN model is based on
the ATT&CK dataset and nomenclature; it exploits evidence-based analysis (instead of simulation);
it distinguishes between predictive and diagnostic analysis; and it computes a set of measures
(Section 3), oriented toward attack detection. Additionally, some other works investigate tools
for the automated risk identification based on systematic risk assessment methodologies. For example,
the blade risk manager tool [35] allows one to evaluate the compliance with reference to cyber security
standards and guidelines. The tool combines the architecture information with a cyber security
knowledge base containing information related to threats, undesired events, attacks and vulnerability
patterns, and security controls. The set of information used is not disclosed, making the tool obscure
and not extensible. Moreover, the blade risk manager input model requires cause–effect information
about the system under analysis. The architecture under analysis is provided by means of tables
in Microsoft Word documents. From the architecture, a very high level model of the SCADA system
is obtained and analysed.
The work presented in this paper is the prosecution of [3,36] where we developed and evaluated
the BN model of a power system ICT architecture composed by three levels: IT, OT, and ICS. Several
evidence-based measures were computed, such as the probability to compromise IT, OT, or ICS,
the probability that a technique has been used given the compromised system or the activation of
an analytic, and relevance measures for techniques and analytics. However, these measures were
computed on a BN which considered the system in a unique instance of time. In this paper we examine
a detailed ICS architecture fro DERs, but we resort to DBN in order to model and evaluate the temporal
evolution of techniques, analytics, and system state, by still exploiting the evidence-based analysis.
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1.3. Structure of the Paper
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we introduce our methodology for modelling the
attack paths, quantitative parameter elicitation, and attack assessment. Section 3 presents and discusses
experimental results obtained by the predictive and diagnostic analysis of several attack scenarios
targeting our reference OT architecture, with specific attention to the DER control functionality.
Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Methodology
Our goal is the development of an analysis tool with a strong practical drive to provide guidance
to security experts in assessment and planning of security measures, and in monitoring and detection
of adversarial behaviours.
We base our methodology on (non exhaustive) real world data provided by the MITRE
Corporation in its IT and ICS ATT&CK frameworks. The knowledge bases are compiled using publicly
available data on attacks. Data are collected manually analysing reports written in English; attack
processes are split into basic steps (called techniques) which are then classified according to the general
goal they aim to achieve (the tactic). Although the MITRE knowledge base is not complete, the ATT&CK
corpus of data is invaluable for the head start of a diagnostic and predictive analysis of cyber systems;
this in turn will give a better understanding of the context and guide the collection of further data,
which, later integrated in the methodology, will lead to a more specific and informed approach.
We model attack processes as sequences of techniques organised as paths of an attack graph
(AG)—a directed multigraph in which nodes represent states (capabilities that an attacker has attained),
and edges are attack steps (techniques). We envisage an AG modelling the entire ATT&CK matrices
extended to and specialised for the energy control environment, enriched with the causal relationships
that are not explicitly expressed in the matrix. Such a graph would provide a complete model of
possible adversarial behaviours. This model is static; it represents prerequisites for the application of
a technique and intermediate goals achieved by attackers, but does not take into account the evolution
of the process in time. It is, in our approach, a first modelling step that is then instantiated,
and completed with temporal capabilities, in a DBN. The DBN is a probabilistic graphical model where
a directed acyclic graph is used to connect discrete random variables (nodes) to depict their dependency
relation (as in BNs), with the additional concept of time slice that models a specific time instance.
All independent nodes are parametrised with a priori probabilities that describe the likelihood of
occurrence of the event they model, and all dependencies are parametrised by conditional probabilities,
enabling the analysis of the evolution of the state of each single node over time. For example, if the
attacker engages in exploiting a technique at a certain instant in time, this may result in the compromise
of some part of the system at a subsequent instant. To model aspects related to detection, we include
in our DBN also security analytics from the MITRE CAR: security analytics describe events whose
observation is significant from a security perspective. We propose some energy sector-specific
analytics that are based on application knowledge and related to the selected DER control scenario.
We define the DBN model in Section 2.4 and in Section 3.1 we explain how it can be used for giving
insight into the security posture of a given OT architecture, offering support for assessment, detection,
and forecasting.
2.1. MITRE Knowledge Bases
The information of the IT ATT&CK knowledge base [37,38] and its ICS version [39,40] is presented
in matrices whose columns are labelled by tactics, whereas the entries in each column are techniques.
A tactic can be viewed as a goal that the attacker is trying to attain (e.g., persistence, impact, impair
process control, etc.); a technique defines the means by which the attacker tries to attain her goal;
a technique may enable more than one tactic. Each technique is documented with a description,
recommendations for mitigation and detection, a list of references, a list of software that make use
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of it, and a list of groups that have applied the technique. MITRE also proposes a way of scoring
the ”popularity” of techniques.
The ICS ATT&CK matrix appeared very recently. For the objectives of our work it presents
some limitations. To start with, it is based on a smaller knowledge base: while the actor groups
for the enterprise matrix are 94 and the software tools amount to 414, in the case of ICS, only 10
groups and 17 software tools are publicly known. In addition, the ICS ATT&CK project is not specific
for the energy sector, and therefore it considers categories of techniques that in some cases lack
granularity. Finally, it does not contemplate detection but only focuses on mitigation [39], limiting its
usefulness in our case. Hence, the ICS ATT&CK matrix has been of inspiration for us, but we had to go
beyond it, both in considering more specific techniques and in parametrising our models.
Most of the techniques we consider in this research are either from the ICS ATT&CK matrix or
specialised from similar techniques. Only one of them is taken from the IT ATT&CK project: it is indeed
one basic IT technique (new service) which we view as specialised for the ICS environment (new ICS
service) to secure a foothold in a compromised node (i.e., for the tactic persistence).
2.2. Attack Graphs
As already mentioned, a node in an AG represents capabilities that the attacker has attained, or
equivalently, the security state of the system. Edges, on the other hand, are labelled by tactic/technique
pairs specifying an attack step taken by the attacker as a means for achieving a precise goal, which
causes an evolution in the security state of the system (typically a downgrade).
We assume in this work that the attacker has already compromised a plant controller in the OT
network by means of the external interface. We disregard here the detailed IT oriented phases of
the attack (the BN model of the preliminary phases is presented in [36]). The attacker can disturb
the physical process by means of a fake operation in the DER control loop.
The AG is depicted in Figure 2. The starting node is "A controls SCADA" where A is the attacker;
the attacker’s target is the status "Unstable power system" (shaded node in Figure 2). As anticipated,
we restrict our proof of concept analysis to a few possible attack paths. We take inspiration from [40];
for the techniques we use to label edges, but specialise and enrich them with the energy control
background. We also introduce attack patterns to automatic controls of some subsystem (dotted lines
in the AG of Figure 2). The subsystem is either compromised or fed by maliciously crafted data,
and its reaction would disrupt operation or damage assets. In order to make the setting more realistic,
we assume that some kind of check/protection is in place, forbidding in some cases such disruptive or
damaging control (dotted arcs wrong logic execution and correct reaction to wrong data).
The attacker can modify the control logic of the field devices from the SCADA server, thereby
getting the devices to react in unexpected ways to the commands received. Notice that this is similar
to the final technique used by Stuxnet, which modified the Siemens S7 PLC software.
An alternative way to obtain the same goal is a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack on
the compromised node, intercepting data to and from the SCADA server; i.e., the plant controller.
The technique Local MITM assumes that the attacker installs MITM malware directly on
the SCADA system. A MITM technique is listed in the ICS ATT&CK matrix but that technique assumes
that the attacker has not gained control of the SCADA system and either uses the address resolution
protocol (ARP) spoofing or a proxy to achieve her goal. The reason for using here a more specific
version of this technique is to enable a precise set of analytics to expose the attack (see Section 2.3).
Being able to manage the control communications, the attacker can alter or spoof reporting messages
containing the electrical measures from the field that the SCADA software in the plant controller
will consider genuine and react to, causing malfunctioning. Alternatively, the MITM malware can
modify outgoing command messages (technique impact/manipulation of control) from the SCADA
system to the controlled nodes (i.e., the DER). The technique—modify reporting message—is not
among those analysed in the ICS ATT&CK matrix, but is one of our energy-specific extensions.
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Figure 2. The attack graph.
A third attack path is the installation of a new ICS service on the SCADA victim (persistence/new
ICS service) that pretends to be the genuine service (IPC/masquerading). The malicious service
is protocol-specific (e.g., IEC 61850, IEC 60870-5-104, Modbus, etc.) and will send malicious commands
to disrupt services or destruct assets (IPC/spoof command message). This path is inspired by the Ukraine
attacks on the power grid on December 17, 2016 where CrashOverride/industroyer malware affected
the Kiev power grid area. Notice that the technique new ICS service does not appear in the ICS ATT&CK
matrix and is a specialisation to the power domain of the analogous one from the IT ATT&CK matrix.
Notice in Figure 2 how some AG nodes impact the SCADA system: the initial compromise
state, the existence of a rogue server and its masquerading as the genuine one, and the deception
when the system receives spoofed or altered messages from field devices. On the other hand, when
the attacker has attained the ability of modifying or spoofing messages from the field devices, her focus
is on the communications. In the state in which the attacker has managed to alter the logic of the field
controllers, the focus of the attack has moved to the power field. The final goal of causing instability of
the power system and preventing normal operation, has a physical impact on DER behaviours.
2.3. Security Analytics
In order to focus on attack monitoring and detection, we integrated in our model analytics from
the Cyber Analytics Repository (CAR) [41]. A security analytic describes events whose observation
is significant from a security prospective. Each analytic is connected to the techniques that the analytic
helps to expose. The ICS ATT&CK matrix has not yet been complemented with analytics. Thus,
we use analytics proposed by MITRE for exposing the techniques of the ICS ATT&CK matrix wherever
this is appropriate, whereas, for all techniques peculiar to the ICS world or to the power domain,
we propose specific ones.
The analytics can be implemented by sensors residing on different nodes of the infrastructure.
Figure 3 highlights the architectural levels that are monitored, i.e., plant controller and field devices.
This will be clearer as we proceed in the presentation. Some analytics refer to incongruities
in message exchanges—for example, checking the coherence with past measures and commands,
or device characteristics. Others are specific for system level anomalies regarding command
and application execution or location.
To expose the deployment of modify control logic , one must implement, for instance, software
integrity checks and update monitoring (analytic UPDATE MONITORING/INSTALLED SOFTWARE
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INTEGRITY CHECK). This analytic reports on the integrity of field devices. The arrow from modify
control logic to the analytics in Figure 3 indicates that the technique exploitation by an attacker may
trigger the analytics.
Figure 3. Example of mapping security analytics to tactics/techniques.
Local MITM can be viewed as a specialisation of IT techniques, so in this case we borrowed
analytics from the IT CAR; namely, quick execution of a series of suspicious commands and service
binary modifications. Both analytics report on SCADA intergity (see Figure 3): for the first one,
a sensor looks for a series of specific commands executed in a quick sequence; for the latter, integrity
of the SCADA binary code is verified. See in Figure 3, the correspondence.
In the case of techniques that modify or spoof command messages to disrupt normal operation,
we assume that syntactic message level checks are in place and we additionally work at application
level (a detection system is more effective if it has deeper knowledge of the system it defends).
At a syntactical level, the check could be performed considering the information flow profile of control
protocols; e.g., IEC 61850 [42] or IEC 60870-5-104 [43] message frequency. This suggests an analytic
to expose the usage of the technique spoof report message: under the hypothesis that measure reports
are sent with periodical cadence, a spoofed message will break this periodicity and therefore raise an
alert. This is modelled by the analytic MESSAGE FREQUENCY. This analytic monitors correctness of
communications, as depicted in Figure 3. At a semantic level, the application monitoring system would
raise an alert if, e.g., a command was not consistent with the technical characteristics of the device,
DATA COHERENCE CHECK–DEVICE. The latter can be implemented also to expose spoofed or modified
reported data, by checking that the reports are consistent with the device characteristics. See in Figure 3
the correspondence of this analytic with techniques.
2.4. Dynamic Bayesian Networks
BNs are defined by a directed acyclic graph where nodes correspond to discrete random variables
having a conditional dependence on the parent nodes. DBNs extend BNs by providing an explicit
discrete temporal dimension. In this work context, the temporal dimension is introduced for capturing
the time dependencies of attack steps and their effects on the operating system’s behaviour.
Definition 1 (Dynamic Bayesian Network). Given a set of time-dependent state variables X1 . . . Xn and
given a BN N defined on such variables, a DBN is essentially a replication of N over two time slices t− ∆ and t
(∆ being the so-called time discretisation step), with the addition of a set of arcs representing the transition model.
Let Xti denote the copy of variable Xi at time slice t; the transition model is defined through a distribution
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P[Xti |Xt−∆i , Yt−∆, Yt] where Yt−∆ is any set of variables at slice t− ∆ different from Xi (possibly the empty
set), and Yt is any set of variables at slice t different from Xi (possibly the empty set).
The DBN derived from the AG (Figure 2) and related analytics are shown in Figure 4 where
each variable (technique, state, or analytic) is binary: the value (state) 0 means “did not occur”;
1 means ”occurred.”
An arc connecting two variables (nodes) means that the state of a variable influences the state
of another variable. For example, the arc going from localMITM to ManCtrl is necessary because
the technique manipulation of control may occur only after the success of the technique Local MITM.
The state of a variable in a time-slice is influenced by the state of the same variable in the previous
time-slice. As an example, the arc connecting localMITM to itself represents the temporal evolution
of this technique: if localMITM was inactive in the previous time-slice, it may occur in the current
time-slice with a given probability. In Figure 4 all arcs labelled by a tag with the indication of the time
step (always 1 in the figure) are inter-slice arcs.
The arc from localMITM to ServBinMod expresses that the analytic SERVER BINARY MODIFICATION
is activated by the technique local MITM;. In this case, we deal with intra-slice arcs establishing
influences holding inside a time-slice.
Techniques, events, states Analytics
short name complete name short name complete name
ModCtrlLogic Modified Control Logic UpdateMonitor Update Monitoring
localMITM Local Man in the Middle ServLaunchCom Services Launching Commands
SpoofRepMsg Spoof Report Message SerBinMod Service Binary Modifications
ModRepMsg Modified Report Message SuspRunLoc Suspicious Run Locations
ICSServ ICS Service RunExecHash Running Executables with same
ICSMasq ICS service masquerading Hash and different names
SpoofComMsg Spoof Command Message SuspArgICS Suspicious Arguments
ManContr Manipulated Control QuickExecSuspCom Quick Execution of a series
WrongLogicExec WrongLogicExecution of Suspicious Commands
CorrReact Correct Reaction MsgFreq Message Frequency
NotCoherStatus Not Coherent Status DataCoherentDev Data Coherence – Device
UnstablePS Unstable Power System DataCoherentHist Data Coherence – command History
DataCoherentMeasure Data Coherence–last Measures
Figure 4. DBN model of ICS attack.
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The dependencies of a node are quantified in terms of conditional probabilities and are stored
in its conditional probability table (CPT). The probability in every table entry has to be set according
to the state of the parent nodes (possibly including the copy of the node in the previous time slice).
As an example, Table 1 shows the CPT of the variable SpoofRepMsg influenced by itself and its parent
node localMITM. The technique SpoofRepMsg may occur only if localMITM is active. Thus, for entries
1–4, the probability that SpoofRepMsg is active (state 1) is null because localMITM is inactive (state
0). For entries 5 and 6, we have that SpoofRepMsg was inactive at time t− 1 and localMITM occurred;
therefore, SpoofRepMsg may happen at time t with probability 0.017156 (and may not happen with
the opposite probability). For entries 7 and 8, we have that SpoofRepMsg was active at time t − 1
and localMITM still works; the probability that SpoofRepMsg is still active at time t is 1 because
we assume that a technique maintains its state once activated.
Table 1. Conditional probability table of the variable SpoofRepMsg.
Entry localMITM (t− 1) (t) prob.
1 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 1 0
3 0 1 0 1
4 0 1 1 0
5 1 0 0 0.982844
6 1 0 1 0.017156
7 1 1 0 0
8 1 1 1 1
The parameters for the techniques new ICS service and masquerading were obtained from the scores
derived from the MITRE IT ATT&CK matrix. These techniques are applied to the ICS world, but they
are identical to their IT counterparts, thereby justifying our choice.
For all techniques that are proper in the ICS world, we derived our scores from the US Department
of Homeland Security’s ICS-CERT Advisories [5]. Precisely, from ICS-CERT we selected advisories
on software that is used in the electricity sector, limiting the analysis to advisories released or revised
in 2015 or later. For each of them, we classified the listed vulnerabilities according to the (ICS
ATT&CK’s) technique that they enable: we inferred the latter from the vulnerability overview
in the advisory. We restricted our attention to the ICS techniques in our attack graph, and furthermore
selected only those advisories for which a common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) [6] score
was provided.
3. Case Study Analysis
3.1. Inference Tasks
DBNs make possible several kinds of analyses, using different types of inference algorithms.
In particular, let Xt be variables at time t representing either states of the system or the fact that
a technique has been exploited by the attacker. Analytics provide a stream of observations over time,
which is formally denoted as ya:b when limited between time point a and time point b, a ≤ b, and they
consist of a set of instantiated variables Y ji where i denotes the specific analytic and j (a ≤ j ≤ b)
the time instance. The following tasks can be performed on a DBN:
• Monitoring can support the security analyst or system in online diagnosis and early detection,
providing a means to compute in real time the chance that an attack attempt is taking place,
according to the observations gathered by the analytics. It is enabled by the filtering approach that
consists of computing P(Xt|y1:t), i.e., the probability of event X at time t, given the observations
yj at all instants up to t. This means tracking the probability of the system states, taking into
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account the stream of observations (see Figure 5a). When this probability value exceeds a given
threshold, the analyst/system can infer that an attack attempt is in progress.
• Prediction can support the analyst/system in identifying, on the basis of evidence obtained from
the analytics, the subset of techniques that the attacker will more likely exploit in the future,
thereby enabling the setup of defensive actions. The filtering approach is used in this case
for computing P(Xt+h|y1:t) for some horizon h > 0 (see Figure 5b), i.e., predicting a future state,
taking into consideration evidence gathered up to now (filtering is a special case of prediction
with h = 0).
• Offline diagnosis allows determining the probable causes of security events, either online, using
filtering, or offline with smoothing. The latter consists of computing P(Xt−τ |y1:t) for some
τ < t, i.e., estimating what happened τ steps in the past given all the evidence (observations)
up to now (see Figure 5c). Therefore, while filtering enables diagnosis in real time, smoothing
makes it possible to conduct a deeper post-incident investigation based on evidence collected
by the monitoring system during the DER operation.
Figure 5. DBN inference tasks: filtering (monitoring), prediction, and smoothing.
In this paper we focus on the monitoring (and online diagnosis) and prediction tasks.
Different algorithms, either exact (i.e., computing exact probability values) or approximate, can
be exploited in order to implement the above tasks. In this paper, to design and evaluate the DBN,
we use the Bayes Net Toolbox for Matlab (BNT) [44], and in particular, we resort to the junction tree
(JT) [2] algorithm for the exact inference of the DBN. All the following experiments were performed on
a laptop with an Intel Core i7-8750h CPU at 2.20GHz x 12 and 16 GB RAM with completion times of
a few minutes.
3.2. Inference Results
We report simple analyses on our proof-of-concept attack model in order to demonstrate
the usefulness and flexibility of our methodology in support of detection and defence strategies.
Our model considers imperfect analytics to render the real situation in which the deployment of
a technique may go undetected (false negative), or viceversa, an alert which is raised when there is no
attack (false positive): we assume a probability of 10−4 of both false positives and false negatives.
The parameter expresses the confidence that the security analyst/system has in the monitoring system;
we chose it to be two orders of magnitudes smaller than the smallest probability associated to any
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technique, in order to emphasise high confidence. All the experiments are carried out assuming
a discrete time interval of T = 50 time units and the results are computed at each time step. In all
figures the t values on the x-axis refer to the discretisation steps.
In our first experiment we compute the likelihood that each technique is successfully exploited
by the attacker, in the setting in which no monitoring system is deployed into the DER architecture.
We use the results of this experiment as a benchmark to appreciate the advantage of including
the monitoring system in the architecture. It also gives us insights into the way the structural properties
of the underlying attack graph affect probabilities, when not influenced by evidence.
We notice that, as expected, the most likely attack techniques are those that can be exploited
by the attacker from the initial state (A controls SCADA) (see Figure 6a,e,d) and that there is an inverse
correlation between the success probability of the other techniques at a fixed time t and their distance
from the initial state, since the success of each step depends on the success of steps that come earlier
in the attack graph. See Appendix A.1 for the details.
Figure 6. Probabilities of successful technique exploitation without monitoring system.
3.3. Monitoring and Online Diagnosis
As we move to the advanced setting in which a monitoring system is deployed in the DER
architecture, we compare the probability that the attacker manages to reach her final goal of
making the system unstable, causing a physical impact on the DER operation (the shaded node
in Figure 2) in the previous setting (no monitoring system), with the probability for the same event
in the setting with the monitoring system implemented. We assume that in the latter setting all
analytics certify that there is no adversarial activity up to instant t = 20; at that point the analytic
UPDATE MONITORING/INSTALLED SOFTWARE INTEGRITY CHECK starts to signal that the attacker has
modified the DER control logic. All other analytics are still giving no alarm.
Figure 7 shows that, with no monitoring system in place, the chance that the attacker manages
to make the system unstable, causing a physical impact on the DER behaviours, is overestimated
before t = 20, and, even worse, after that point it is underestimated. This is a consequence of lack of
information. A more detailed analysis can be found in Appendix A.2.
Now suppose that an intruder aims to attack the plant controller and its internal communications
following the path by first exploiting a local MITM attack and then spoofing a DER report message
containing power measures (spoof reporting message), leading the SCADA system to a non coherent
status. This can cause a correct reaction to wrong data, which will make the whole system unstable
by means of physical impact on the DER behaviours. We assume that both the analytics for local MITM
(SERVICE BINARY MODIFICATIONS and QUICK EXECUTION OF A SERIES OF SUSPICIOUS COMMANDS; see
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Figure 3) activate at t = 15, followed at t = 25 by the activation of the two analytics for the technique
spoof reporting message (DATA COHERENCE CHECK—DEVICE and MESSAGE FREQUENCY; see Figure 3),
whereas the other analytics do not signal any adversarial activity.
Figure 7. Probability of unstable power system: (a) without security monitoring system; (b) with
security monitoring system and the observation that the UPDATE MONITORING/INSTALLED SOFTWARE
INTEGRITY CHECK analytic activates at t = 20 (i.e., before time t the analytic is off, from t until the end
is on), all other analytics are off.
Figure 8 shows that the model diagnosticates that the attacker is taking the attack path that goes
through a localMITM and spoof reporting message, expecting with high probability a correct reaction
to wrong data (see Appendix A.3). All other attacks paths are very unlikely. This type of result provides
information to the cyber security team, or the automatic system, checking the status of the plant
controller architecture regarding the progress of an ongoing attack inside the infrastructure in terms of
the more probable attack path followed by the attacker.
The next experiment investigates the information given by our tool when analytics raise alerts
in the expected order or in reverse order. To make this precise, consider the local MITM attack step
and the spoofing of a DER reporting message. The latter can take place only after the plant controller
local MITM has been successfully carried out by the attacker (see Figure 2). Then, if the attacker follows
this attack path, the security analyst/system expects to see first analytics exposing a local MITM at
plant controller and then later on analytics indicating a spoofing attack to DER communications.
Notice that for each technique only one of two analytics specific for that technique is raising
an alarm. This leaves some level of indeterminacy as to whether the techniques have actually
been exploited.
Figure 9 shows that out of order alerts are considered by the model less alarming, allowing
for malfunctioning of the system; or are not fully credited, assuming that the attacker is following
an alternative path (see Appendix A.4). While we find this response desirable, we feel that alerts
that cannot be satisfactorily explained by the model should be presented as anomalies that must
be investigated. This will be the object of future work.
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Figure 8. Task: monitoring. All analytics register no adversarial activity except for SERVICE BINARY
MODIFICATIONS and QUICK EXECUTION OF A SERIES OF SUSPICIOUS COMMANDS starting at time
t = 15, and DATA COHERENCE CHECK—DEVICE and MESSAGE FREQUENCY starting from time t = 25.
The technique (e) (resp. the event (g)) has probability 1 starting at t = 15 (resp. t = 25). At t = 25 both
(a) and (c) jump to probability 0.7. For (b,d,f) the probabilities of success remain negligible.
Figure 9. Task: monitoring. Analytics raising alerts in the order compatible with the attack path or
in reverse order.
3.4. Prediction
The following experiments test the prediction capabilities of the model. Figures 10, 12, and 13
assume an adversarial behaviour analogous to the experiment of Figure 8; precisely at time t = 15
the attacker carries out a local MITM attack at plant controller and at time t = 25 spoofs DER
reporting messages. Assuming that a full monitoring system is implemented, we analyse what
predictions can be inferred from observations “up to now” when the analyst/system is making
the predictions at times tp = 10, tp = 20 and tp = 30 for all successive instants. The ability to anticipate
the attackers’ behaviour is surely a key function for improving the fast response to security anomalies
in a continuously evolving threat landscape.
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When the prediction is made at time tp = 10, no analytic has raised an alert, and therefore
up to that moment monitoring enables us to conclude that no attack was in progress. Figure 10
shows that the probability of occurrence of all events monitored was negligible until the present time
(tp = 10). Afterwards the slopes of all curves are identical to the slopes in Figure 11 (which reports
the probabilities computed when no monitoring system is deployed), since the security analyst/system
has no monitoring information for the future and cannot rely on the absence of attacks so far to feel
safe in the future (cf. Appendix A.5).
Figure 10. Task: prediction. At time t = 10 on the basis of the observations up to time t, predictions
for all subsequent times are computed.
Figure 11. Task: monitoring. For comparison with Figure 10 probabilities of the same events in case of
no evidence are plotted.
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Figure 12 assumes that the security analyst/system is monitoring the infrastructure at time 20
(prediction at time tp = 20). Before tp = 20 the analytics monitoring, a local MITM attack at plant
controller has raised an alarm at time 15. Then, at time tp = 20 it is already known that the attacker
has taken that first step. This knowledge has an influence on the prediction (as is discussed in detail
in Appendix A.5), which shows the significance of the model, since it gives the analyst/system a tool
to forecast adversarial moves based on previous observations.
Finally, Figure 13 shows the results of a prediction made at tp = 30. Up to t = 30 all evidence
from the monitoring system is available, and therefore the information is the same as in the monitoring
task of Figure 7. After that, the analyst/system no longer has monitoring evidence, and therefore
must resort to a prediction. It can be seen that the probability that the system is made unstable,
deviating the DER behaviours, is now significantly higher since more evidence has been gathered,
and in addition, the model leaves open the possibility that the attacker might also follow a second
attack path in the future. For more details, cf. Appendix A.5.
Figure 12. Task: prediction. At time t = 20 on the basis of the observations up to time t, predictions
for all subsequent times are computed.
Figure 13. Task: prediction. At time t = 30 on the basis of the observations up to time t, predictions
for all subsequent times are computed.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
The cyber resilience of digital energy systems requires advanced methodologies and tools
for responding proactively to the evolution of cyber threats. Our research evaluates multistep
attack processes modelled by means of DBNs enabling predictive and diagnostic analyses.
Specialised for the power domain and based on real world data, the methodology is a promising
approach to human-driven and automated support for advanced defence strategies.
The monitoring capabilities allow the security analyst/system to have a real time snapshot
of the current status of the ICT infrastructure: the monitoring system highlights a critical point
and permits the activation of real time countermeasures. The prediction functionality allows one
to anticipate the state of the ICT infrastructure, and to activate defensive measures in order to prevent
the escalation of an ongoing attack process. The approach robustness guarantees that the detection
system is able to raise alerts also in case of unexpected attacker behaviour or monitoring anomalies,
as observed in presented experiments (see Figure 9). The strength of the approach is, also, the ability
to include knowledge coming from the real world and to provide cyber security analyses specific
for the energy context.
In this paper we have modelled a high confidence in the analytics by the security analyst/system.
The impact on the results is that they do not reveal appropriately some unforeseen evolutions:
the attacker following a different path, non-adversarial causes triggering an alert, or even some
malfunctioning or misconfiguration of the monitoring system itself. As is, the model can be used
for correlating selected analytics with covered attack processes. A next step will be a relaxation of
these hypotheses allowing higher probabilities of error of the analytics; this way the system would not
dismiss an alert on the basis that another analytic has not raised an alarm as expected. The uncertainty
of the analytics, though, must be fine tuned so that the monitoring system is still reliable enough to be
informative. On the other hand, we also plan in future work to directly monitor the consistency of
alerts received from the monitoring system.
From a security analyst/system perspective, having a model with an interpretable structure
(see Section 1.2) is desirable in order to gain enough trust in the conclusions drawn by the modelling
tool to really support a potentially costly decision. For instance, in an extreme situation, when having
such a high confidence on the security monitoring and prediction tool, it might be preferable to detach
a threatened DER, thereby incurring energy production losses, rather than running the risk of cascading
damages due to its unpredictable behaviour.
The interpretable structure is relevant also with reference to the NIS directive, which requires
service operators to report on cyber incidents. In this context, our methodology facilitates the accurate
reporting, by its ability to explain the attack processes from collected evidence.
As we anticipated in the introduction, we plan to refine the methodology with more details about
attack models and analytics, and to extend the analysis tool with the actual implementation of such
analytics in a laboratory setup. Additionally, it should be kept in mind that the AG and the DBN
presented are proofs of concept whose aim is to demonstrate capabilities and limits of our approach,
and to illustrate the steps we intend to take in the future. The AG and DBN that will be validated
in the test laboratory first (and eventually in the operational environment) are going to cover all
techniques proposed or inspired by the MITRE ATT&CK matrices and by the CAR project, as is useful
for the electric domain. Finally, we expect that the validation activity will lead to identification of
additional techniques and analytics to be included in the current model. Moreover the model can
be continuously extended by following the threat evolution.
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Appendix A. Detailed Analysis of Experimental Results
Appendix A.1. No Evidence
In this experiment we compute the likelihood that each technique is successfully exploited
by the attacker, in the setting in which no monitoring system is deployed into the DER architecture.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative probabilities of the technique success. Initially, it is more
likely that the attacker launches a local MITM attack while targeting the control communications
(Figure 6a), tries to modify the DER control logic (modify control logic, Figure 6e), or installs a rogue
service on the SCADA system of the plant controller(new ICS service, Figure 6d): this corresponds
to expectations, given that these are the only steps that the attackers can carry out from their initial
stance (cf. Figure 2). The difference between the success probabilities of these first three techniques
depends on the probabilities assigned to them on the basis of the ATT&CK scores or CVSS values (see
Section 2.4). For instance, new ICS service has much lower probability than the other two.
Moreover, we can observe an inverse correlation between the success probability of the other
techniques at a fixed time t and their distance from the initial node (a controls SCADA) since the chance
of success of a high-level attack step depends on the success of lower steps in the attack path. We notice
that the less likely attack step is that a command message is spoofed (spoof command message, Figure 6g)
since this attack step can be made only after
a new ICS service, including the malicious functionality is installed (for which as we noticed,
a rather low probability of success has been estimated, Figure 6d), and that service successfully
masquerades as a legitimate plant controller (masquerading, Figure 6f).
Appendix A.2. With vs. without a Monitoring System
We compare here the probability that the attacker manages to reach her final goal of making
the system unstable causing a physical impact on the DER operation in the setting with no monitoring
system with the probability for the same event in the setting in which the monitoring system
is implemented. Figure 7b shows that, when the monitoring system is deployed, the probability
of instability is negligible (in the order of 10−20) before t = 20 since all the nearly perfect analytics
are reporting no adversarial activity. When the analytic UPDATE MONITORING/INSTALLED SOFTWARE
INTEGRITY CHECK signals that updates have been improperly installed or software integrity has been
violated on DER control components, it is recognised that the attacker has modified the DER control
logic (while all other analytics report no incidents). At that point, there is a high probability that
the wrong logic is executed (if protection mechanisms fail); this probability has been extimated at
0.8. As a consequence since the system is almost sure that the attacker has succeeded in modifying
the DER control logic, the system will be unstable with probability almost 0.8. In contrast, Figure 7a
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shows that the chance that the attacker manages to make the system unstable, causing physical impact
on the DER behaviours, is overestimated before t = 20, when no monitoring system is deployed,
and, even worse, after that point it is underestimated. In both cases the distorted evaluation is due
to the fact that no evidence is available and therefore the security analyst/system has no information
on the adversarial activity.
Appendix A.3. Attack Path
In this setting an intruder aims to attack the plant controller and its internal communications
following the path by first exploiting a local MITM attack and then spoofing a DER report message
containing power measures (Spoof Reporting Message), leading the SCADA system to a non coherent
status. This can cause a correct reaction to wrong data, which will make the whole system unstable
by means of physical impact on the DER behaviours. We assume that both the analytics for local MITM
(SERVICE BINARY MODIFICATIONS and QUICK EXECUTION OF A SERIES OF SUSPICIOUS COMMANDS; see
Figure 3) activate at t = 15, followed at t = 25 by the activation of the two analytics for the technique
spoof reporting message (DATA COHERENCE CHECK—DEVICE and MESSAGE FREQUENCY; see Figure 3),
whereas the other analytics do not signal any adversarial activity.
In this setting the monitoring task (see Figure 8) alerts the security analyst/system after time
t = 15 that a local MITM has taken place in the plant controller and its internal communications
(Figure 8e), and later, after t = 25, that the DER electrical state is not coherent (Figure 8g), and therefore
that with high probability (0.7) the system will soon be unstable (Figure 8a), since with high probability
the system will react (correctly) to the wrong data (Figure 8c). In contrast, the analyst/system can
verify that no other attack is in progress, since all other analytics have not raised alarms; Figure 8
shows some examples (cf. (b,d,f)). Before t = 15, no attacks are detected by any analytic and therefore
the analyst/system can trust that no attacks are underway, only with a negligible probability of error
(in the order of 10−30) due to the high confidence in the monitoring system that the analyst has (and
that has been modelled).
Appendix A.4. Order of Alerts
This experiment investigates the information given by our tool when analytics raise alerts
in the expected order or in reverse order, specifically in the following two settings:
• Correct order: at t = 15, QUICK EXECUTION OF A SERIES OF SUSPICIOUS COMMANDS raises
an alert (suggesting a local MITM at plant controller is in progress) and at t = 20 something
wrong is detected in the MESSAGE FREQUENCY of DER reporting messages (which is a sign that
the attacker might be trying to do some spoofing);
• Reverse order: at t = 15, the analytic MESSAGE FREQUENCY raises an alert, at t = 20 QUICK
EXECUTION OF A SERIES OF SUSPICIOUS COMMANDS does.
The results in Figure 9 show that there are possible issues for the stability of the system or
for the coherence of the SCADA system state only after both alerts have been raised. This is consistent
with the fact that an isolated step is less alarming: if it is the local MITM at the plant controller, then
it is just the beginning of a rather long attack path (Figure 9a,c); on the other hand, if the first one
is the spoofing of a DER reporting message, it is considered a mistake because it cannot have taken place
if its preconditions (the local MITM) have not been verified (Figure 9b,d). After t = 20, however, in both
cases the success probability of the attacker is considered as real and increasing, with less confidence
when the activation is out of sequence. The desirable aspect of this outcome is that the monitoring task
can distinguish appropriately the order of the alerts in time and react accordingly; at the same time
it does not fully disregard alarms that have been given in an unexpected order. On the other hand
we find unsatisfactory that prior to t = 20 the state of alert is negligible in the case of inverted analytic
activation (while it starts growing before t = 20 in case the order is as expected). We feel that some kind
of alarm should be raised anyway, if only to warn that something might be wrong with the monitoring
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system or to account for the possibility that the attacker is following an alternative, unforeseen, attack
path. The alternative interpretation, that the first analytic should be disregarded since out of time,
is not fully coherent with the growth of the alarm after t = 20. Each one of the techniques involved
in this experiment has two analytics associated, but for each one only one of the two is raising an alarm.
This leaves some level of indeterminacy as to whether the techniques have actually been exploited,
and explains why the computed probabilities are rather low.
Appendix A.5. Predictions
The experiments testing the prediction capabilities of the model assume an adversarial behaviour
analogous to the experiment of Figure 8: at time t = 15 the attacker carries out a local MITM attack
at plant controller and at time t = 25 spoofs DER reporting messages. In this setting, the security
analyst/system has a view of evidence up to the prediction time and must forecast adversarial moves
based on this data. We carry out three experiments with predictions made at times tp = 10, tp = 20
and tp = 30, for all successive instants.
When the prediction is made at time tp = 10, no analytic has raised an alert, and therefore up
to that moment, monitoring enables to conclude that no attack was in progress. This is evidenced
in Figure 10 by the fact that the probability of occurrence of all events monitored is negligible.
After tp = 10 the analyst/system has no evidence to depend upon, since we are assuming that
tp = 10 is the present and therefore all instants t > 10 lie the future. Then all that can be said about
probabilities of future attack depends on the a priori probabilities of techniques (that were computed as
in Section 2.4). In Figure 11 we plotted the probabilities of the same events, in the setting in which no
monitoring system is deployed into the DER architecture (the same experiment reported in Figure 6
but showing different events). It can be seen that the slopes of all curves after tp = 10 in Figure 10
are identical to the slopes in Figure 11, since the security analyst/system has no monitoring information
in the future: the fact that there have been no attacks up tp = 10 cannot be used to infer security of
the system afterwards, or equivalently stated, the analyst cannot relax simply because the system has
not been attacked so far.
Figure 12 assumes that the security analyst/system is monitoring the infrastructure at time 20
(prediction at time tp = 20). Before tp = 20 more information has been collected from the monitoring
system. In particular the analytics monitoring a local MITM attack at plant controller have raised an
alarm at time 15. Then, at time tp = 20 it is already known that the attacker has taken that first step.
This knowledge has an influence on the prediction, as will be discussed in detail later, which shows
the significance of the model, since it gives the analyst/system a tool to forecast adversarial moves
based on previous observations. Precisely, it can be seen that the probability that the attacker manages
to make the system unstable is significantly higher at time t = 30, say, than it was for the prediction
at time tp = 10 (0.3680 as opposed to 0.2425), and increases faster: for instance if we compare
the probabilities predicted for 30 time units in the future (tp + 30), for the prediction made at tp = 10
it is less than 0.4 at time tp + 30 = 40 , and over 0.6 at time tp + 30 = 50 for the prediction made at
tp = 20. The probability that the adversarial activity will be completely successful is anyway not
very high, since no other attack steps have been observed. Additionally, notice that the slopes of
probabilities that the attacker will try to manipulate the DER control (Manipulation of Control ) or that
the system will correctly react on wrong data (correct reaction to wrong data) are noticeably steeper
in the prediction at time tp = 20 than they were in the prediction at tp = 10: this is due to the fact
that both techniques have local MITM at plant controller as a precondition, and in the case tp = 20
it is known that the precondition has occurred.
Finally, Figure 13 shows the results of a prediction suppose the security analyst/system at tp = 30.
Up to t = 30 all evidence from the monitoring system are available, and therefore the information
is the same as in the monitoring task of Figure 7. After that, the analyst/system no longer has
monitoring evidence, and therefore must resort to a prediction. In Figure 13 it can be seen that
the probability that the system is made unstable deviating the DER behaviours is now significantly
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higher. it corresponds to the probability that the plant controller SCADA software has a correct
reaction to wrong data (because that final step would directly lead to DER behaviour deviation and so
making the system unstable, as can be checked in Figure 2) but then grows even further since it must
be taken into account also that the attacker might follow a different attack path. it can be observed that
in Figure 13, after t = 30 the probabilities of all events not related to the four analytics that have raised
alerts grow with the same slope as they do in Figure 12 after t = 20: this is consistent with the fact
that in both cases the corresponding analytics had not signalled any danger prior to tp and no further
information is available afterwards.
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